Abstract: Edge structure of graphene has a significant influence on its electronic properties. However, control over the edge structure of graphene domains on insulating substrates is still challenging. Here we demonstrate edge control of graphene domains on hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) by modifying ratio of working-gases. Edge directions were determined with the help of both moiré pattern and atomic-resolution image obtained via atomic force microscopy measurement. It is believed that the variation on graphene edges mainly attributes to different growth rates of armchair and zigzag edges.
Edge control of graphene domains
In earlier reports, hydrogen is found to play a crucial role in determination of the shape of graphene domains grown both on h-BN 15, 16 and on metal 17 by acting as an etching reagent. By greatly increasing partial pressure of hydrogen during growth, edges of graphene grains become mainly along ZZ direction. 18 For the catalyst-free approaches, control over the shape, crystallinity and growth rates of graphene domains are rather poor, even after optimizing growth temperature and pressure. A precise control of the grain shape and crystallinity on h-BN requires either a plasma-enhanced approach 19 or gaseous catalyst assisted growth. 10 Our recent progress in silane-assisted growth exhibits its advance in growth of single-crystal graphene domains, 10 where Si element acts as a carbon activator while hydrogen plays as etching element. As such, silane can play a crucial role in the determination of the shape and size of graphene domains. From the point of technological view, it is more flexible to tune the ratio of ethyne (C 2 H 2 ) and silane (SiH 4 ) in order to control over the shape of graphene domains and their edges. were indicated in straight lines to tell the edge direction. It is found that the edges of the domains in Fig. 2A are mainly along AC direction. When the gas ratio of ethyne to silane was tuned to 8:1, the vertexes of hexagonal graphene domain obtained became rounded (Fig. 2B) . With a further increase of silane-flow from 1 sccm to 8 sccm, the topography of graphene domains changed from hexagon with "pure" AC-edges, to dodecagon which was approximate circle, and finally to hexagon with "pure" ZZ-edges (Fig. 2E) , shown in Fig. 2B -E. When the gas ratio was 6:8, the dodecagonal graphene domains are obtained with angle of interval vertexes smaller than that of their neighbours (Fig. 2F) ,
where the orientation of moiré pattern and edges proved that the graphene domain was very close to hexagon with "pure" ZZ-edges. And with the flow of ethyne decreasing from 8 sccm to 1 sccm, the topography of graphene domains changes from hexagon with "pure" ZZ-edges (Fig. 2E ) to dodecagon with high-ratio of ZZ segments (Fig. 2F) , to regular dodecagon (Fig. 2G ), to dodecagon with high-ratio of AC segments (Fig. 2H) , and finally to hexagon with "pure" AC-edges (Fig. 2I ). As shown in Fig.   2F -H, the edges of dodecagonal domains are of mixed sides with both AC and ZZ segments. More details of the growth rates and discussion are shown in Supporting Information Fig. S2-S3 and Tab. S1.
In order to investigate the topographical variation of graphene domain, a series of experiments were carried out by changing the ratio of ethyne to silane. 
